














2.) Unlatch the utility rack and push it up and away from the trailer, it can lock either horizontally or vertically 
depending what you have attached to it and how much space you have. 

3.) Now undo the catch and lower the spare wheel carrier to the horizontal position. 
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1. When you arrive to your camping location find a nice piece of flat ground and unhitch your trailer.
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4. Next unwind both the forward and rear winches about 3.5-4m and attach to the anchor points

5. Then unlatch all your catches and lift the lid by about 12 inches, this is so when you start 
winching the lid lifts rather than pulls straight against the hinges

6. Using the front winch, wind until the trailer floor goes just past 90 degrees, it will then start to 
fall before the rear winch catches it. Once it is supported by the rear winch, use that to lower the 
lid down onto the front of the trailer.
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**SET UP PRO TIP** 
When settling up your main tent and canvas for the first time, take your time to set up your camper trailer perfectly. Then 
mark your poles' height and use different color markers, tape to make the next set up process quick and easy. 
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Now it's time to setup your tent, this stage can take as little as 10 minutes once you become well practiced, but be prepared for 
your first time to take a little longer 

Locate your door key, and use this to open the door of the trailer, this is always the first thing you do before 
going into the trailer and the last thing you do before folding trailer back up when you pack up.
Make sure you do this before you close up your camper otherwise the gas struts get in the way and may stop you 
from being able to close the door.

Climb inside and unlatch the rear slide using the locating pin inside the seating area, then get back outside and 
slide it into position, its best to have a friend help with this, as the locating pin needs to be reinserted once the 
slide is at full extension.
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4. Grab four c-clip spreader bars and two small corner stays and climb inside your trailer

6. If your trailer is brand new check that all bows are correctly attached to the canvas you do this by using the

6. Start by putting in two of your spreader bars between the living area bow and the center bow then climb
up onto the bed

7. Raise the bed bow and extend out until side walls are from but not 
tight

9. Work your way back extending all bows then spreader bars, but take care not to make it too tight it can
open up seams and cause water to get in. Canvas shrinks as it weathers so your trailer may appear 
a little saggy when you first set it up but over time it will shrink and tighten up.



The annex will take approximately 20-30 min to set up completely.

4. Then lower your center bow to make it easier to attach the annex, this can be done without doing this but this is 
much easier.

5. Here's a little trick for you, instead of trying to climb up and zip the annex on, once you get the zip
started use a window stay to help the zip along
6. Once all your ridgepoles are in & the annex roof is attached, start at one end and put up the upright and
add in the flat spreader poles, and then last of all put the canvas over the top with the upright spigot through the eyelet 
and use the plastic hook to secure. It's best to have your mate or partner help with this part, it's really a two-person job.

7. Once all the perimeter uprights and spreader bars are up, it's time to put in the c clip uprights and
spreader bars

C-clip spreader bar
keeps water from pooling on the
roof



Lay out all af your walls 
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